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a b s t r a c t

Mobile context logs contain meaningful and private information about their owners that can

be used to support users’ human memory. However, it is difficult to efficiently retrieve the

information because of the enormous amount of mobile context logs and the limitations of

mobile devices in terms of power, memory capacity, and speed. To efficiently retrieve infor-

mation, detection of important events or landmarks is required. In this paper, we propose a

modular approach of a Bayesian network for landmark detection using categorized context

logs. The proposed model consists of several modules of Bayesian networks used to reduce

the time of inference and the size of memory used, and each module is learned using cat-

egorized context logs according to the days of the week in order to decrease learning time

and increase accuracy. Our experiments on Nokia log data and our life-log data show that

the modular approach is superior to a monolithic Bayesian network and confirm that using

categorized context logs for learning enhances the inference performance.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With advances in mobile device technology, storage sizes are increasing, sensors are becoming smaller and smaller, and prices

are decreasing. Along with their diverse and useful services and their customization to reflect user preferences, mobile devices

can also collect personal information relevant to various contexts. As people carry their mobile devices with them, the devices can

continually and for long periods of time collect context logs containing meaningful and private user information. Users’ locations

can be gathered through GPS sensors, information such as temperature and humidity can be obtained by environmental sensors,

and users’ activities can be inferred from diverse sensors.

Several research groups are attempting to better store and manage the context logs of mobile devices, to provide users with a

variety of smart services in the real world, such as intelligent calling services [27], messaging services [22], and analysis, collec-

tion and management of mobile logs [1,9,16,19,24,25,26,29]. The MyLifeBits project is one implementation of a personal record

database system [8]. Personal information is collected by PC, SenseCam, and so on and stored in an MS SQL server. However,

a user would have difficulty exploring and searching the contents because of the large amount of personal data. Eagle tried to

develop a diary system based on log information collected from cellular phones [5]. This system showed raw information directly

on a GUI, which made it difficult to intuitively understand the big picture of a given day. Nokia’s Lifeblog service gives users a

way to store and manage mobile contents.1 It automatically collects all the photos, videos, and sound clips that the user creates
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on the mobile phone, as well as text messages and MMS messages sent and received, and it stores the log data and shares them

with other people. However, this service does not include any abstraction or summarization methods.

Although the mobile context logs contain many kinds of information that can support users’ human memory, it is difficult

for users to efficiently retrieve it because of the enormous amount of data in mobile context logs and the limitations of mobile

devices in terms of power, memory capacity, and speed. A key principle of human memory is that it is organized for episodic

storage and retrieval. Our brains group related events as episodes and use landmark events to recall these episodes. Finding such

landmark events can elicit recall of related items. The goal of this paper is to design a landmark detection model for use with the

context logs in mobile environments.

Landmarks can be used to aid recall of specific functions [28]. Landmarks are derived from the concept of retrieval cues,

which are events or experiences that facilitate retrieval of information from episodic memory because of their associations with

that information. The context information is reconstructed in terms of episodic memories and used for searching for the user’s

personal information. Landmarks are made up of the location and time of the event, the people who experienced it, and the

events that occurred before and after the event. These landmarks help users remember the episode. In AniDiary, Cho et al. used

landmarks as a key aspect of summarizing a user’s daily life in a cartoon-style diary [4].

From this perspective, Eagle and Pentland analyzed the user’s life pattern by using a hidden Markov model with the context

log from a smartphone, and developed models about users with respect to specific locations [6]. They recognized social patterns

in the user’s daily activities, inferred relationships, identified socially significant locations, and modeled organizational rhythms.

Hovitz, Dumais, and Koch attempted to reorganize personal information storage in desktop PCs in terms of an episodic style of

memory [10]. For landmark detection, they built a single Bayesian network using an online calendar and user information data

from the desktop environment. The calendar information, which consisted of 28 nodes, was learned by using Beckeman and

Meek’s learning method of Bayesian networks with local structure [3].

In this paper, we define the landmarks, composed of episodes, as key log data used to search for context information effi-

ciently. We propose a modular approach based on Bayesian networks (BNs) for landmark detection using categorized context

logs. The proposed method adopts a Bayesian probabilistic model to efficiently manage uncertainties in real-world environ-

ments, such as sensor inaccuracies and uncertain causal factors. To reduce the time of learning and inferring and the size of the

memory used, the proposed model employs several modules of Bayesian networks, where each module learns using context logs

categorized by the days of the week. We discuss how to infer the modular BNs (MBNs) using selective reasoning, and how the

MBNs learn from the categorized context logs. We evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method in terms of time and accuracy

through a comparative study using the Nokia log data.

2. Related works

There have been various attempts to analyze log data and to support expanded services by using a probabilistic approach. Li

and Ji used a probabilistic model of detecting the user’s active affective state [21]. They used a dynamic Bayesian network and

utility theory to reason about fatigue, nervous, and confused states. They showed that the probabilistic approach was good for

managing uncertain information like affect.

Ji et al. also used a dynamic Bayesian network model for real-time monitoring of human fatigue [15]. They considered and

incorporated many conditions, such as light, heat, humidity, time, napping, anxiety, temperature, weather, and work type. Zhang

and Ji proposed an active and dynamic information fusion method for multi-sensor systems with dynamic Bayesian networks

[32]. They showed the usefulness of the Bayesian approach for information fusion. These works show that the Bayesian proba-

bilistic approach is good at handling, reasoning about, and combining uncertain information [18].

Krause et al. clustered sensor and log data collected on mobile devices. They discovered a context classifier that reflected a

given user’s preferences, and they estimated the user’s situation in order to provide smart services [19]. Their context classifier

was constructed using the BN model, which was based on a general learning method for a small domain of classification subjects.

Horvitz et al. proposed a method that detected and estimated landmarks from a person’s cognitive activity model based on PC log

data and the Bayesian approach [10]. Their method achieved good performance for recognizing and learning people’s everyday

PC life.

However, these methods are not suitable for mobile devices having limited capacity and power. For larger domains, the gen-

eral BN and BN learning method require very heavy computation. This is a crucial problem when it comes to modeling everyday

life situations with mobile devices. Thus, a more appropriate approach is required to reduce the complexity. Marengoni et al.

tried to reduce the complexity of the BN model by dividing it into several multi-level modules and using procedural reasoning

by the connected BNs (just like chain inference) [23]. However, this method required procedural and classified properties of the

target functions.

Tu et al. proposed a hybrid BN model that enabled hierarchical hybridization of BNs and HMMs [31]. However, it supported

links only from lower-level HMMs to higher-level BNs, without consideration of links between BNs of the same level. Hwang

et al. proposed a hierarchical probabilistic graphical model that constructed a hierarchical and distributed BN structure using

generated hidden nodes and the links between them [11]. However, this method is unsuited to mobile and private service envi-

ronments because it leads to an increase in the number of nodes and does not retain an intuitive causal structure.

Gao et al. proposed an automatic landmark-ranking method to select the landmarks, and developed a travel guidance system

W2Go to recognize and rank landmarks for travelers [7]. Ji et al. presented a system to mine landmarks from geographically
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Fig. 1. Overall process of the proposed landmark detection.
tagged Flickr photos for city scene summarization and touristic recommendations. Their main idea was to find photos whose

visual signatures could be reconstructed using other photos of a particular landmark region, with minimal coding length [14].

Song et al. proposed a probabilistic exposure fusion method that takes into account local adaptation and gradient reversal

suppression, and that does not require any human interaction or parameter tuning for different scenes [30].

3. The proposed method

It is difficult to design a model that accurately represents daily events using a few Bayesian networks because of the large

number of situations to be considered. Generally, learning by a Bayesian network is an NP-hard problem, so it cannot be solved

using analytical methods. An earlier approach adopted a heuristic method to solve the problem. In NP-hard problems, the com-

putational complexity increases exponentially as the amount of data increases. Hence, reducing the amount of data can expedite

learning and reduce the computational complexity.

In this paper, we propose a modular approach for landmark detection, based on Bayesian networks. A Bayesian network (BN)

is a popular tool widely used for statistical knowledge representation, and it is in the form that machines can understand most

easily. A modular Bayesian network (MBN) is an extended version of a Bayesian network, designed for the mobile environment

[12,13,20,24]. By dividing one big Bayesian network into several smaller modules, MBN requires less memory, and each module

can be reused in other domains. Moreover, selective inference, presented in Section 3.1.3, can reduce the time of inference, and

some modules can be replaced with others in order to consider factors such as the user’s preferences. An MBN has the basic

features of a BN, such as d-separation [18] and complexity that increases with the number of parent nodes. Additionally, BNs’

inference and learning algorithms can be applied to an MBN without modification.

The proposed method categorizes the data according to the day of the week and our landmark detection model is designed to

use an MBN for each day to accomplish Bayesian network learning effectively and to increase the landmark detection accuracy.

Research at MIT [6] showed that most people have similar life patterns across days of the week, so the researchers used an

independent BN as a criterion for classifying data. Also, structured learning requires a lot of time, and the complexity becomes

higher when the information identifying the day is included in the Bayesian network. By using categorized context logs with the

MBN approach, we can decrease the complexity of time and memory, and obtain more accurate results.

Fig. 1 shows the overall process of the proposed landmark detection. Collected mobile context logs are categorized according

to the day of the week, and they are modeled by three modules of an MBN according to three main factors: location, environment,

and application. Each module in the MBN learns based on the categorized data, and our structure design employs a high-level

module to combine the three modules. When the evidence set for landmark detection is entered, the high-level module first

selects the modules of the Bayesian networks corresponding to the day of the week, and it then infers the model and predicts

whether the data are a landmark.
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Fig. 2. Three connection types among BN modules.
3.1. Inference by a modular Bayesian network

Compared with the monolithic BN (or mono BN), is more difficult for the MBN to maintain the dependencies between vari-

ables, especially for inter-modular causality, due to the MBN’s modular property. In a previous work [12], the MBN was con-

strained in position, the states of some nodes were linked by a virtual linking technique, and the researchers did not consider

the dependencies between modules. A more clever method is required for inferences because updating the whole MBN for each

small change in observation would take considerable resources. Therefore, we extend the virtual linking method and propose

selective inference for the MBN, as presented in Section 3.1.3. Inter-module causality is preserved by the virtual links between

modules, and only the necessary modules are taken into account in the inference process. Before presenting the detailed method,

we provide a clear definition and describe important features of the MBN, as follows.

An MBN works based on the principles of a BN and consists of multiple BN units (BN modules) connected according to their

causality relationships. BN, BN modules, and MBN are defined as follows.

Definition 1. Bayesian network [18]. A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model that represents casual relation-

ships among random variables in real-world problem. A BN consists of variables V, edges E = (Vi, Vj), and a conditional probability

table CPT(V). Given evidence e, the posterior probability P(V|e) is calculated by applying the chain rule as in Eq. (1).

P(V |e) =
∏

P(V |Pa(V)) · e =
∏

P(V |Pa(V))
∏

ei∈e

ei (1)

where Pa(V) indicates the set of parent nodes.

Definition 2. BN module. A BN module is � i = (Gi, Pi) and has a Bayesian network represented by Gi = (Vi, Ei), where Vi are the

variables and Ei = (Vi, Vj) are the directed edges from Vi to Vj. Every BN module is modeled, learned, or manually divided with its

own purpose. A BN module is a basic unit of a problem domain for perceiving contextual information.

Definition 3. Modular Bayesian network. An MBN Ώ consists of a 2-tuple (M, R), where M represents the BN modules and R

indicates the causality between the BN modules. Let two BN modules be defined as � i = ((Vi, Ei), Pi) and � j = ((Vj, Ej), Pj), and

let each of them has an influence on the other. Then, a link R= {〈� i, � j 〉 | i �= j, Vi ∩ Vj �= Ø} is created and able to affect or be

affected by defining a shared node. To connect two separate BN modules, at least one node should be shared by the modules. A

BN module can share more than one node, but it is not allowed to connect to itself, in a self-loop.

Each module in an MBN can be freely connected according to its causality and the overall MBN shape, in a graph structure.

Two BN modules can have many shared nodes, and it is also possible for a shared node to belong to multiple BN modules at the

same time. An MBN should consist of multiple modules rather than one module, and no module is entirely isolated from the

other modules.

3.1.1. Inter-modular d-separation

A BN module can represent a cause or a result of a connected module by forming a hierarchical structure. Also, two modules

can affect shared nodes that have causative edges, or they can share nodes as input nodes that have incoming edges to the

modules. These relations between BN modules are defined by extending the concept of d-separation, which has three types:

serial, converging, and diverging connections, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Definition 4. Modular d-separation. Two modules, � i and � j, have a modular d-separation relationship with given evidence

set E that can be represented as � i ⊥m � j | E. The modular d-separation ⊥m means that any changes in � i or � j cannot affect

another connected module. In the case of serial and diverging connections, the two modules � i and � j are d-separated when
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Fig. 3. Probabilities to be set for virtual node in virtual linking method.
the hard evidence is set on the shared node S, defined as � i ⊥m � j | S. In the case of converging connections, in contrast, the

two modules � i and � j have a d-separation relationship when S has no hard evidence, � i ⊥m � j. These relationships can be

summarized in Eq. (2).

φi⊥mφ j|S (serial or diverging)

φi⊥mφ j (converging) (2)

The relationships between modules primarily depend on their structure. Even if the structure is fixed, two modules can have

different relationships according to the evidence. An inter-modular relationship is important because, when a module is updated,

we can restrict the range of modules to be re-inferred based on modular d-separation. For these reasons, modular d-separation

needs to be checked dynamically.

3.1.2. Message passing between modules using virtual evidence

Message passing is an exact inference algorithm for Bayesian networks when the network has a simple structure called

a polytree. Polytrees have at most one path between any pair of nodes; hence, they are also referred to as singly-connected

networks. Assuming that X is the query node and that there is some set of evidence nodes E except X, then belief updating for

node X is activated by messages arriving from children nodes (λ(xi)) or parent nodes (π(xi)), including changes in their belief

parameters.

Bel(X = xi) = aλ(xi)π(xi) (3)

where a is a normalizing constant rendering
∑

xi
Bel(X = xi) = 1.

In modular Bayesian networks, however, the networks are separated into several small modules, and they are related to the

nearby connected modules. For exact inference of an MBN, the MBN should get the message from its connected modules before

the inference. In this paper, we devise a virtual linking method for message passing between modules.

A virtual linking method is a technique that enables each BN module to convey its internal inference results to the other

connected modules. BN modules are virtually linked when modules � i and � j have at least one shared node S. The inference

results of � i, Bel(Si) = {p1, p2, … , pn}, is propagated to � j by coercing the initial probability of a node Sj of � j in accordance with

Bel(Si). The initial probability of a shared node in a module is controlled by utilizing a virtual node.

Definition 5. Virtual node [17]. A virtual node is an auxiliary node added to a network. It sets virtual evidence that has associ-

ated uncertainty. A virtual node V is linked to a target node T as a child node. The probability of V is set according to the target

probability of T.

A local inference result of a BN module can be passed to all other modules by utilizing a virtual node. Thus, a crux of the virtual

linking method is to calculate the probability of a virtual node given the target probabilities for a shared node. Fig. 3 shows the

probabilities to be set for a virtual node in the virtual linking method. When a shared node S has only two states, the probability

of a virtual node, which has only two states yes and no, and hard evidence of yes, P(V = yes|si) = {va, vb}, is computed as

va

vb

= P(V = yes|S = sa)

P(V = yes|S = sb)

P(S = sb)

P(S = sa)
(4)

where P(V = yes|S = sa) and P(V = yes|S = sb) are the target probabilities of S, and P(S = sa) and P(S = sb) are the initial probabilities

of S. Because the result of Eq. (4) is just a ratio rather than a probability value, it needs to be modulated by multiplying modulation

coefficient α until both have values ranging from 0 to 1.

When a virtual node V has hard evidence of yes, the probability of a shared node S with two states sa and sb is defined in Eqs.

(5) and (6), based on Bayes’ theorem.

P(S = sa|V = yes) = P(V = yes|S = sa)P(S = sa)

P(V = yes)
(5)
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P(S = sb|V = yes) = P(V = yes|S = sb)P(S = sb)

P(V = yes)
(6)

These are transformed into Eq. (7) by dividing Eq. (5) by Eq. (6).

P(S = sa|V = yes)

P(S = sb|V = yes)
= P(V = yes|S = sa)P(S = sa)

P(V = yes|S = sb)P(S = sb)
(7)

The left side has the probabilities we want to set on the shared node, and the probabilities on the virtual node are on the right

side. We can transform this further into Eq. (8), which corresponds to Eq. (4).

P(V = yes|S = sa)

P(V = yes|S = sb)
= P(S = sa|V = yes)

P(S = sb|V = yes)

P(S = sb)

P(S = sa)
(8)

When a shared node has more than two states, the calculation should be extended in accordance with the number of states

of the shared node. Let PI = {i0, i1, … , in} be the initial probabilities of a shared node, PT = {t0, t1, … , tn} be a target probability

distribution of a shared node, and PV = {v0, v1, … , vn} be a probability distribution of a virtual node, where n is the number of

states of the shared node. Then, we can obtain a proportional expression like Eq. (9) based on Bayes’ theorem.

t0 : t1 : . . . : tn = i0 · v0 : i1 · v1 : . . . : in · vn (9)

We can obtain the ratio of PV for each state by solving Eq. (8).

vi = ti

ii

, PVi = PTi

PIi
(10)

The actual probability distribution of a virtual node can be calculated by multiplying by the modulation coefficient, which

makes it be an appropriate probability.

Every shared node in the BN modules has corresponding virtual nodes, and through this channel, the BN modules can pass

their messages to their neighbor modules and influence the overall network. The virtual linking method enables the creation of

networks over Bayesian network modules.

3.1.3. Landmark detection using a modular Bayesian network

In the general case, the mono BN structure is a directed acyclic graph, rather than a polytree. This means that at least two

nodes are connected by more than one path in the underlying undirected graph. Such a network is multiply connected and occurs

when some variable can influence another through more than one causal mechanism. For exact inference in multiply connected

networks, the junction tree algorithm provides a methodical and efficient method of clustering in order to transform the BN into

a probabilistically equivalent polytree.

Like the mono BN, in the general case, the MBN is also multiply connected through modules. In general, however, exact infer-

ence of a BN is computationally complex and inappropriate for mobile environments. For this reason, we propose an approximate

inference algorithm for MBNs. As shown in Fig. 1, the MBN system first picks the target nodes that are most needed to be known,

based on the context information (or evidence) collected so far. If a module contains a target node, it becomes a target module.

When target modules are fixed, each module is prioritized to decide the order of evaluation. This is the crux of the MBN system

because a minor change in order between modules would cause a huge difference in posterior belief, even when the same evi-

dence set is given. Then, newly observed evidence is distributed to the BN modules and inference is conducted. Not all the BN

modules are be inferred; only the modules that can possibly affect target modules are selectively updated.

The most important part of the inference of the MBN is to determine the sequence of modules to infer. If a target module is

updated in an early stage before the connected modules are ready to pass messages, it may fail to reflect the posterior belief from

the connected modules, which causes inaccurate results. For reliability of the MBN system, an algorithm to order the modules

is needed. In this paper, target modules have the top priority and are updated in the end. The second-level priority is given

to the modules that have dependencies with the target modules, and the modules that connect to the modules with second

precedence are given the next-highest priority. When there are more than two candidate BN modules at the same priority level,

the BN modules with more shared nodes precede the others. Algorithm 1 shows the detailed procedure of the update sequence

searcher.

After deciding the update sequences, the MBN system sets the evidence and checks the inter-modular d-separations. When

new evidence is observed in several BN modules, there is no need to evaluate the whole set of BN modules because not all of

them are propagated to other modules. A BN module is selectively updated only when it is dependent on the target modules’

given evidence. The relevance is determined by the existence of a d-connection path between modules. With this method, local

messages can propagate to the whole MBN as if all the modules were declared in a monolithic module, which also reduces the

updating cost.

3.2. Learning MBNs for landmark detection using categorized context logs

In this study, we used the K2 algorithm, optimizing the greedy searching method, as the structure-learning method of the

landmark detection model [2]. The K2 algorithm is a structure-learning method of a Bayesian network that recently has been

applied in many systems. The basic algorithm produces the structure of the network using a greedy-based heuristic algorithm,
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Algorithm 1

Pseudo-code of the update sequence searcher.

Input

MBN // Modular Bayesian Network

Output

S // S is a stack that contains inference order

// Module with higher precedence is pushed earlier.

Local variables

Q: // Q is a queue that contains candidates modules to be searched

L: // L is a list that contains multiple module IDs.

Procedure UpdateSequenceSearcher

begin

S.push (MBN.getTargetModules());

Q.enqueue (MBN.getTargetModules());

while (S.size() != MBN.size())

L = MBN.getConnectedModules(Q.dequeue());

L = SortByNumberofVirtualNode(L);

S.push(L);

Q.Enqueue(L);

endwhile

end

Algorithm 2

Structure-learning algorithm for Bayesian network.

1. Initialization

for i = 1 to n do Pa (xi) = �

for j = 1 and j = 1 to n do

if i �= j then A[i, j] = f (xi, {xj}) – f (xi, �) // f: K2 scoring metric

2. Loop

repeat

select two indexes i and j such that,

(i, j) = arg max i’, j’ A[i, j] // A[i, j]: adjacency matrix

if A[i, j] > 0 then Pa (xi) = Pa (xi) ∪ {xj} // Pa (xi): parent nodes of the node xi

A[i, j] = –∞
for ∀xa ∈ Ancestors (xj) ∪ {xj}, and xb ∈ Descendants (xi) ∪ {xi} do

A[a, b] = –∞
for k = 1 to n do

if A[i, k] > –∞ then A[i, k] = f (xi, Pa (xi) ∪ {xk}) – f (xi, Pa (xi))

until ∀i, j (A[i, j] ≤ 0 or A[i, j] = –∞)
as in Algorithm 2. A[i,j] is an adjacency matrix that denotes a score of the difference between a structure in which a node i is

connected to a node j and a structure in which they are not connected. The K2 algorithm adds arcs xi → xj one by one when it

finds an A[i, j] that is greater than zero and has the greatest value in the present BN structure. At this time, to prevent it from

generating a cycle, the K2 algorithm sets A[a, b] = –∞ so that a node xa that is an ancestor of the node xi cannot be connected

with a node that is a descendent of the node xi. Also, the K2 algorithm updates the value of A[i, k] according to the connection

between the node xi and the node xj. The K2 algorithm uses the K2 metric as follows:

f (xi, Pa(xi)) =
qi∏

j=1

(ri − 1)!

(Ni j + ri − 1)!

ri∏

k=1

Ni jk! (11)

where ri is the number of possible values of the variable xi, qi is the number of possible configurations for the variables in Pa(xi),

Nijk is the number of cases in D in which variable xi has its kth value, and Nij is the sum of Nijk from k = 1 to k = ri.

With the K2 algorithm, the three modules for location, environment, and application are learned. Because the location factors

are affected by the time factors, the time factors are included in the Bayesian network for location, when they are learned. Fig.

4(a)–(c) illustrates examples of learned structures of the three Bayesian networks with additional nodes, landmark 1, landmark

2, and landmark 3, respectively, which are the target nodes for inference. Finally the three networks are combined by a module

that links the three nodes of landmark 1, landmark 2, and landmark 3, as shown in Fig. 4(d). After learning the structure, the

parameters are learned through MLE (maximum likelihood estimation), one of the stochastic methods.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Dataset and measurement

Nokia’s benchmark log data,2 which consists of time, GPS, sensor (temperature, relative humidity, dew point, pressure, user

activity, and average audio level), and system information (device orientation and interaction), are used as training data. The
2 Nokia data sets, <http://www.soft.uni-linz.ac.at/Research/Context_Database/index.php>.

http://www.soft.uni-linz.ac.at/Research/Context_Database/index.php
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Fig. 4. Examples of learned structures of three Bayesian networks.

Table 1

Nokia data sets.

Node Type Value

TIME

Day name STRING Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

Day date INT 1–31

Month INT 1–12

Day period STRING Night, Morning, Afternoon, Evening

Hour INT 1–24

Half hour INT 1 (hour:45-hour:15), 2 (hour:15-hour:45)

GPS

Cell ID INT 0–124

Location area code INT 0–5

SENSOR

Temperature INT 1–10

Relative humidity INT 1–10

Dew point INT 1–10

Pressure INT 1–10

User activity STRING Standing, Walking, Running, Sitting, Sleeping

Average audio level INT 1–5

SYSTEM

Device orientation INT 1–6

Interaction STRING Application, Web page, Communication

LANDMARK

Landmark BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark1 BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark2 BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark3 BOOLEAN True, False
data were recorded during 27 days (11/3–12/12, excluding Saturday and Sunday) during 43 sessions in 6 weeks. We reclassified

210,000 data points with 16 factors (Table 1) to 30,000 of data points with 13 factors and labeled whether they were landmarks.

We conducted a comparison test among three techniques: mono BN, MBN, and SVM (support vector machine), which is a

widely used classification method to compare the performance with other machine learning methods, and we prepared two

kinds of datasets for each technique: categorized context logs according to the days of the week (daily data) and non-categorized

context logs (weekly data). The daily data can provide a measure of the performance through cross-validation (CV) with the

number of times equal to the number of files that each Bayesian network constructed. The Monday and Wednesday data had 5

datasets except for the 5th week, and the Friday data had 5 datasets except for the 4th week. Hence, we used 5-fold CV for these

data. We used 6-fold CV for Tuesday and Thursday data, which had 6 datasets. For the learning with weekly data, we increased

the learning data one by one when constructing the Bayesian network, and we used the last 6th week dataset as test data to

evaluate the performance of the landmark forecast (Table 2). For the SVM, we conducted an experiment with daily and weekly

data and without the modular approach.
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Table 2

Datasets used in the experiments.

Week Daily Weekly

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

1st ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
2nd ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
3rd ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Training data

4th ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ×
5th × ◦ × ◦ ◦
6th ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ Test data

CV 5-fold 6-fold 5-fold 6-fold 5-fold

Fig. 5. Learned landmark detection model with monolithic Bayesian network.

Table 3

Comparisons between the modular BN and the mono BN.

Daily Weekly

Modular BN Mono BN Modular BN Mono BN

Accuracy (%) 99.9 91.9 98.3 90.8

Standard deviation 2.4 5.0 – –

Average learning time (s) 85 1845 221 6239

No. of arcs 31.6 44.4 33.2 50.2
4.2. Comparison with monolithic BN

Because the learned landmark detection model with a mono BN (e.g., Fig. 5) generates various correlated relationships

through the dataset, it has a complicated structure. However, the landmark detection model with an MBN (e.g., Fig. 4) has a

simple structure because classified factors bring out the effects of the pretreated relationships among complex data. Comparing

the structures of the landmark detection models, we conclude that the complexity is reduced in the proposed model.

Table 3 presents the results of comparisons between the proposed method (MBN) and the mono BN, and Fig. 6 shows the

performances according to daily data and weekly data. As shown in Table 3, the performance of the landmark detection model

with modular BN is much better than that with the mono BN, and the performance with daily data is better than that with weekly

data. Compared with the modular BN, the landmark detection model with weekly data requires about 21.7 times the learning

time and has about 1.4 times the arcs in the case of learning with daily data, and it requires about 28.2 times the learning time

and has about 1.5 times the arcs in the case of learning with weekly data. The complexity of the MBN is lower than that of the

mono BN, and it has higher accuracy. Additionally, the landmark detection model learned with daily data has less complexity

and better performance than the model learned with weekly data.

When learning with the weekly data, the performance drops in the section between learning with 1 week of data and learning

with 3 weeks of data because the data are for various activities, and the amount of learned data is small. Compared with the mono

BN, however, the proposed method yields good performance, regardless of whether the data size is big. This is because the learn-

ing using several small divided networks decreases the complexity, and thus, it increases the accuracy of the landmark detection.
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Fig. 6. Accuracies of landmark detection models: mono BN vs. modular BN.

Fig. 7. Accuracy of landmark detection models: SVM vs. modular BN.
4.3. Comparison with SVM

Fig. 7 shows comparisons between the SVM and the MBN. As the results show, the performance of learning with daily data is

also better than that with weekly data, and the accuracy of MBN, in the case of weekly data, is much better than that of SVM. In

the case of daily data, the accuracies of the MBN and the SVM are similar, but the MBN is much more stable than the SVM because

the standard deviation is relatively small: the standard deviation of the proposed method is 2.4 and that of the SVM is 12.

4.4. Additional experiment

To improve the fairness of the evaluation, we collected another dataset from a mobile life-log and repeated the experiment.

The life-logs were collected for two weeks by 8 graduate students with ages 20 to 35 years. Table 4 shows the specifications of

the sensor data, event data, and user data.

We conducted a comparison test between the mono BN and the MBN, and as in the previous experiment, we prepared two

kinds of datasets for each technique: categorized context logs according to the days of the week (daily data) and non-categorized

context logs (weekly data). Also, we performed 5-fold CV for these data.

The results were similar to those of the previous experiment. Table 5 presents the results of the comparison between the

proposed method (MBN) and the mono BN, and Fig. 8 shows the performances in terms of daily data and weekly data. As shown

in Table 5, the performance of the landmark detection model with the modular BN is better than that with the mono BN, and the

performance with daily data is better than that with weekly data.
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Table 4

Specifications of the life-log dataset.

Node Type Value

TIME

Day name STRING Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

Day date INT 1–31

Month INT 1–12

Day period STRING Night, Morning, Afternoon, Evening

Hour INT 1–24

Half hour INT 1 (hour:45-hour:15), 2 (hour:15-hour:45)

SENSOR & SYSTEM

Location area code INT 0–12

Movement BOOLEAN True, False

Call type STRING Send, Receive

Call duration INT 1–5

Battery status STRING Charging, High, Low, Critical

Temperature INT 1–5

Relative humidity INT 1–5

Weather STRING Sunny, Cloudy, Rain, Snow, Haze

EMOTION & ACTIVITY

Emotion code INT 0–9

Activity code INT 0–24

LANDMARK

Landmark BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark1 BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark2 BOOLEAN True, False

Landmark3 BOOLEAN True, False

Table 5

Comparison between the modular BN and the mono BN for life-log data (%).

Daily Weekly

Modular BN Mono BN Modular BN Mono BN

Accuracy 86.2 81.6 83.1 80.8

Standard deviation 3.1 4.0 1.0 1.9

Fig. 8. Accuracies of landmark detection models: mono BN vs. modular BN.
5. Concluding remarks

Various context logs have become available through the use of mobile devices, and a vast number of logs are being generated.

These context logs can be used to retrieve personal memories, and landmarks can be used to help recall specific functions.

Considering that most people have regular lifestyles, and focusing on mobile environments, in this paper, we have proposed a

modular approach based on a Bayesian network for landmark detection using categorized context logs. Using a modular approach

made it possible to create a more accurate model requiring less computation and memory, and using categorized context logs

according to the days of the week, decreased the learning complexity and resulted in better performance.
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In future work, landmark detection requires the development of an application to show landmarks to general users as well as

a context preprocessing system for processing the collected data in real time. Also, the accuracy of the landmark detection should

be increased by utilizing many types of devices and collecting a variety of information. To investigate the effect of categorized

context logs on landmark detection, a landmark detection model using SVM with categorized context logs should be constructed

to compare with the proposed method.
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